
Do you find yourself struggling and complaining that your
practice is slow and not making enough to pay the bills?

The most common and age-old and beaten into the ground
question myself and every other massage mentor and

group/forum online is definitely THE MOST VAGUE QUESTION IN
THE WORLD:

"HOW DO I GET MORE CLIENTS?" 

Whew!!! This is going to take a lot of work and a lot of goal
planning and a lot of thinking and a lot of hard work..

ARE YOU READY?!

The Real Reason Why You Don't
Have the Clients You Desire

Workbook



Before I dive in, let me beat it into your head that marketing is
an EBB AND FLOW form of art; THERE IS NO QUICKFIX AND ONE-

SIZE FITS ALL marketing strategy.

There's no such thing as snapping our fingers and getting a
plethora of new clients in a day.

It's like going to the gym: you simply are not going to get a six
pack in one day, and even when you do, it would have required
a ton of CONSISTENCY, dedication, and not making excuses or

giving up. 

So why are you comparing your BEHIND THE SCENES to everyone
else's highlight reels?

(Quick note: You can always type in keywords into google &
massage forums for literally years of info in this if you need a

vague answer RIGHT NOW. It's literally the #1 most talked
about topic and I can guarantee there's 25384937 threads

already throwing ideas around.)

But those ideas won't work unless you have a SOLID PLAN,
GOALS, ACCOUNTABILITY PARTNER, AND CLARITY. 

And those ideas won't work unless you truly understand this
truth bomb: 
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There are literally tens of thousands of tactics and strategies to
get clients in the door.

QUESTION IS, ARE THEY THE RIGHT CLIENTS? When we try to
market to everyone, we are actually marketing to no one. 

Let me repeat this: 

WHEN WE MARKET TO EVERYONE WE MARKET TO NO ONE. 

Getting a new client in the door costs 3x more than getting a
current one to return. You can't follow up a client just one time
and expect them to respond right away or immediately come

back. You have got to nourish and nurture them via education,
content, rebooking, and follow up contact. 

You are not "bothering" clients - you're helping them along their
self care journey and helping them reach their goals.

Stop projecting your own insecurities onto what you THINK your
clients may be thinking about you. We all have super busy and
hectic lives. Keep following up..... that's where the fortune truly

lies!

We need to be reminded. Worse case scenario: they unsubscribe.
And if they do... SO WHAT? They know how to get in touch with

you - don't take it personally... some people are just TOO
overwhelmed with constant emails and texts, etc. 



 The answers to this "HOW DO I GET MORE CLIENTS" question has
a LOT of potential if given the right information.

Do you REALLY want new clients? No, but really...... seriously.....
Are you really willing to give more details and put in the work?
Are you ready to try new things, and stop making excuses for

yourself? Are you ready to do the work and step way out of your
comfort zone?

Because it's going to be tough. It's going to be frustrating. It's
going to make you want to pull your hair out. 

Oh, but it's going to be totally worth it! 

First, I would challenge and encourage you to SHUT ANY AND ALL
DEAL SITES OFF IMMEDIATELY (or don't consider them to start
with. Let's operate from the point of view that the sites have

never ever existed... how would you market your business then?)

Yes, I know some of you have made running vouchers work for
you, but daily deal sites do a few things:

1) Deal sites trains clients to be high maintenance while only
wanting deals and to hop around and not ever value full price...

they are loyal to Groupon, not to our business. 

2) contributes to a poor money mindset and prevents the
abundance mentality while encouraging the poor healer martyr

complex.



3) It just devalues the entire industry as a whole.... if my
neighbor runs a daily deal/Groupon, it brings the perceived

value of my full price business down..... In another words: you're
screwing the entire industry and all of your local colleagues.

✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨

In other words: DON'T BE AN ASKHOLE. 

Don't ask a question if you're not ready for the answer.

Don't ask a question of you have no intention of accepting and
implementing the feedback and advice selflessly given to you. 

And for the love of god, please don't be VAGUE. WE NEED
DETAILS!

 
✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨    ✨

Throwing around advice, templates, etc is useless if we HAVE
ZERO DETAILS ABOUT YOUR BIZ AND GOALS WHATSOEVER. 

WANT TO KNOW HOW TO GET MORE CLIENTS? 

We need to know these things first:

Are you in a rural / metropolitan/ suburban area?



Do you have any niches / CEU specialties?

Who is your ideal client / target market?

What employment setting are you in? (Chiro/PT, spa, single room clinic, yoga studio,

gym; do you have coworkers / suite mates or purely self employed?)

Where do you see yourself in 5 years?

What are your income goals? If you don't have any and just going with the flow, then

make goals

Are you a seasoned Bodyworker or brand new, or right in between? 



Do you invest in your CEUs, education, go to conferences, have

coaching/mentoring, read biz books, listen to biz podcasts, etc?

Do you invest in your own self care?

Do you have a referral system in place?

What have you tried so far? (And don't say "everything" bc that's total bullshit and

self-limiting and sabotaging mentality....)

What marketing strategies have worked best for you so far?

What's your marketing budget? (Don't have one? Start a savings account and stop

the Starbucks habit and SAVE SAVE SAVE)



Are you utilizing the worlds most potent form of free advertisement called

Facebook live/Facebook videos?

Have you read/actually implemented Get Rich Lucky Bitch  and my *free* Heal Your

Money Story resource to help overcome your money blocks?

What are the EXCUSES you are giving /making yourself?

Stop trying to take the easy way out.

DO SOME INTERNAL REFLECTION & RESEARCH.

Grab a notebook, write down your answers and start doing the
work I just handed to you on a silver platter.

And then ask me that question again.

Becoming successful and fully booked doesn't come overnight,
and it doesn't come easy.

You got this!
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